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Abstract
The absolute irreducibility of a polynomial with rational coe-cients can usually be proved by
detecting rational conditions on one of its reductions modulo some prime numbers. We show that
the probability for these conditions to be realized is very high. The resulting fast algorithm is
thus a good preliminary step for absolute factorization procedures of computer algebra systems.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: rational conditions for absolute irreducibility
A polynomial with coe-cients in a 9eld K is said to be absolutely irreducible if
it is irreducible over any extension of K . The absolutely irreducible polynomials of
one variable are those of degree one. For two or more indeterminates, there is no
such simple criterion. Although absolute irreducibility may theoretically be decided, no
e-cient algorithm seems to exist, and this problem remains a challenge for computer
algebra. The most signi9cant works on this topic (and more generally on decomposition
of polynomials into absolutely irreducible factors) are due to Bajaj et al. [1], Chistov
[7], Duval [9], Galligo and Watt [13], Grigoriev [14], Heintz and Sieveking [15],
Kaltofen [16], Trager [23] and Traverso [24].
The test we present here is based on the following well-known result pointed out by
several of these authors. Let K be a 9eld, DK an algebraic closure of K and X=x1; : : : ; xr
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be r¿ 1 indeterminates over K . Let f be a polynomial of DK[x1; : : : ; xr]. A solution
of f is a point P = (a1; : : : ; ar) of DK
r
such that f(P) = 0. If moreover one of the
derivatives (@f=@xi)(P) does not vanish, the point P is a simple solution of f. A point
P of Kr solution of f is said to be a K-rational solution of f.
Theorem 1 (see e.g. Dvornicich and Traverso [10]). Let K be a perfect 4eld and f∈
K[x1; : : : ; xr]. If
(i) f is irreducible over K,
(ii) f admits a simple K-rational solution;
then f is absolutely irreducible.
Proof. Suppose f factorizes over DK
f =
n∏
i=1
fi; fi ∈ DK[x1; : : : ; xr]; n¿ 2;
and admits P as a simple K-rational solution. The point P is then a solution of some
factor of f. As f is irreducible over K; its factors are conjugated over K . The point
P belonging to Kr then has to be a solution of all factors. Just see by diJerentiating
f that it contradicts the fact that P is a simple solution.
One will say that f in K[X ] satis4es the criterion (over K) if it satis9es the
conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.
Let us look at the converse. When K has characteristic zero, existence of a K-rational
solution for f is unusual. Consider the case K = Q; a polynomial f of Q[X ] has
generally no rational solution, and proving existence is anyway a di-cult problem.
See for example [4, Chapter 1, Section 6] to get an idea of this di-culty.
When K is a number 9eld with ring of integers (over Z) R, it is usual to consider
the reduction of f modulo a prime ideal ˝ of R. This operation is fully justi9ed
by the following: if f is absolutely irreducible, it remains absolutely irreducible—and
hence irreducible—modulo ˝ for all but a 9nite number of primes ˝. This is a direct
consequence of the famous Noether irreducibility forms theorem (E. Noether, 1922,
[22, Section V:2, Theorem 2:A)]. Here is a fundamental diJerence with the problem
of rational irreducibility. There are polynomials which are irreducible over Q but for
which the reduction modulo any prime is reducible. This is well known for univariate
polynomials, such as x4+1, but is also true for multivariate polynomials; just substitute
x by x+y in this example. On the contrary, this does not occur for absolutely irreducible
polynomials: if a polynomial is absolutely irreducible, its reductions are absolutely
irreducible for all but a 9nite number of primes. Hence conversely, if an in9nity of
reductions of a polynomial are reducible, then it is absolutely reducible. This is the
case for polynomials x4 + 1 and (x+ y)4 + 1, which split on the 8th cyclotomic 9eld.
On the other hand, denote by F˝ the 9nite 9eld R=˝. Many works, relying on Weil
bounds for curves, give bounds for the number of F˝-rational solutions of an absolutely
irreducible polynomial of F˝[X ] (see e.g. [22, Section VI:7, Theorem 7A; 12, Section
4:4, Theorem 4:9]). Existence follows easily for F˝ large enough. One can prove also
the existence of simple F˝-rational solutions.
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Conversely, if fmod˝ satis9es the criterion (over F˝), it is absolutely irreducible
by Theorem 1, which implies absolute irreducibility of f by the following theorem
(one may assume f lies in R[X ]).
Theorem 2. Let R be the ring of integers over Z of a number 4eld K. Let f be
a polynomial of R[X ] and let ˝ be a prime ideal in R. If the degree of fmod˝
equals the degree of f and if fmod˝ is absolutely irreducible; then f is absolutely
irreducible.
Proof. Let ˝ be such that the degree of fmod˝ equals the degree of f. Let us
prove that if mod˝ is irreducible over any extension of R=˝; then f is irreducible
over any extension of K . Let L be an algebraic extension of K and A its ring of
integers. Notice that R and A are Dedekind rings. Let P be a prime ideal in A above
˝. Let AP be the localized ring of A at P. The polynomial f is a polynomial of A[X ];
hence of AP[X ]. Let ’ be the canonical homomorphism of AP onto AP=PAP. Since
the ideal P is maximal; AP=PAP = A=P; and it is an algebraic extension of R=˝. As
deg(f) = deg(’(f)); one may apply the reduction criterion [18; Chapter 5; Paragraph
4] to deduce that if ’(f) is irreducible in AP=PAP[X ]; then f is irreducible in AP[X ].
The ring A is a Dedekind ring and P a maximal ideal; hence AP is a valuation ring
[19; Chapter 9; Section 6; Example 6:20]; and is then factorial. Hence f is irreducible
in the quotient 9eld of AP [18; V.6 Corollary of Gauss’s lemma] which is L[X ].
One could then have the following idea for a deterministic test; given f in R[X ], 9nd
˝ such that f is absolutely irreducible if and only if fmod˝ satis4es the criterion,
and then test if fmod˝ satis9es the criterion. Unfortunately, one is not able to 9nd ˝
satisfying the previous equivalence and small enough to test eJectively f for satisfying
the criterion—that is to say to test it on a computer algebra system in acceptable time
and space.
Ostrowski [22] in 1919 gave an upper bound for the set of reductions which do
not preserve absolute irreducibility for a polynomial of Z[X ]. Kaltofen improved it
in 1985 for bivariate polynomials [16], then extended the result to polynomials with
algebraic integer coe-cients [17]. The following theorem on bivariate polynomials over
Z su-ces to get an idea of the size of these bounds.
Theorem 3 (Kaltofen [16, Section 5, Theorem 4]). Let f∈Z[x; y] be monic in x; ab-
solutely irreducible; of degree d. Let ||f|| denote the maximum of the absolute values
of the coe7cients of f. Then fmodp is absolutely irreducible for all primes p such
that
p¿ (2d||f||)10d8 :
Given a polynomial f in Z[X ], we say that a prime p gives good reduction for f
if and only if
fmodp is absolutely reducible⇒ f is absolutely reducible:
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(The converse holds by Theorem 2.) The proofs of the previous results and some
practical tests seem to show two facts up:
• A large proportion of primes smaller than the bound (e.g. Kaltofen’s one) give good
reductions.
• Given a prime p smaller than the bound, it is not easy to verify that p gives good
reduction.
The rest of the paper is devoted to justifying a probabilistic test based on this principle
of reduction modulo primes. We prove that the probability for an absolutely irreducible
polynomial of Z[X ] to satisfy the criterion modulo p for at least one p in a set of
primes increases very quickly with the cardinality of this set. For this purpose, we
set a probability space (Section 2). A 9rst analysis of the probabilities to estimate
leads us to count the number of elements of some subsets of Fp[X ]—namely the
set of irreducible polynomials and the set of polynomials having a simple zero in
Frp—(Section 3). Although the resulting algorithm cannot be considered as new, the
following proposition, that we prove in Section 4, seems to be the 9rst attempt to
analyze it.
Proposition 1.1. Let b and d be two positive integers; and let  = d; 0; : : : ; 0. Let
then  = {f∈Z[X ]; f = xd1 +
∑
¡grlex aX
; max{|a|}6 b}; where grlex denotes
the graded lexicographic ordering on the monomials of Z[X ]. Let M = 2b + 1 and
let P be a set of prime numbers such that
∏
p∈P p divides M. If f is an absolutely
irreducible polynomial in ; the probability that fmodp does not satisfy the criterion
for all p in P is less than
∏
p∈P
(
exp
(
−1 + 1
p
)
+
1
(d+ 1)!
+ j(p)
)
;
where
j(p) = 1
p− 1
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
+
p
p− 1
pr
p!(r−1;d)
;
with !(r − 1; d) =
(
r − 1 + d
r − 1
)
:
However, we are not able to give an estimate of the probability of being abso-
lutely reducible for a polynomial which does not satisfy the criterion modulo p for
any p in P. Because of that, this test cannot be used for the time being as a proce-
dure for testing absolute irreducibility. Nevertheless, it has a very good probability of
success on the set of absolutely irreducible polynomials. On the other hand, the con-
ditions of the criterion can e-ciently be sought on small 9nite 9elds (see Appendix
A). For these reasons, the test is a good preliminary step for absolute factorization
procedures as it 9lters most absolutely irreducible polynomials. We have implemented
it in the absolute factorizer of the computer algebra system Maple V (available in
release 6).
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2. Setting the scene
2.1. Choice of a probability space
Let us recall that X denotes the multivariable x1; : : : ; xr . Let deg(f) denote the total
degree of f. Consider the following algorithm, where P is a 9nite set of primes:
Input: f a polynomial of Z[X ];
Output: “f is absolutely irreducible” or “?”.
for p running through P do
if deg(fmodp) = deg(f) and fmodp satisﬁes the criterion then
return “f is absolutely irreducible” and END;
return “?” and END.
Two questions arise about this algorithm:
1. Does it detect a great enough proportion of absolutely irreducible polynomials?
2. If the criterion is not satis9ed for any p, is the polynomial f likely to be absolutely
reducible?
To answer these questions, one needs to establish a probability distribution on an
appropriate part of Z[X ]. First, we are going to get rid of the problem of the drop in
degree upon reduction modulo p. For that, we consider a space of “monic” polynomials
for the graded lexicographic ordering on the monomials of Z[X ]. For f in Z[X ],
let mdeg(f) denote the multidegree of f, that is the sequence d1; : : : ; dr such that
xd11 · · · xdrr is the leading monomial of f for the graded lexicographic ordering (denoted
by grlex). Let = i1; : : : ; ir . Denote by || the sum i1 + · · ·+ ir . In particular, deg(f)=
|mdeg(f)|.
Proposition 2.1. Let f be of degree d¿0 in Z[X ] and let = d; 0; : : : ; 0. There exists
an integer m; a linear change of coordinates X =AX˜ (where A is an invertible matrix
of rank r with coe7cients in Q) and a polynomial s of Z[X˜ ] such that
md−1f(X ) = f˜(X˜ ) = x˜d1 + s(X˜ ); mdeg(s)¡:
Proof. Let h(X ) be the form of degree d such that f(X )=h(X )+g(X ) with deg(g)¡d.
As Z is an in9nite integral domain; there exist a1; : : : ; ar ; with a1 	=0; such that h(a1; : : : ;
ar) 	=0. Let
m= h(a1; : : : ; ar) and A=


a1=m 0 · · · 0
a2=m 1
. . .
...
...
...
. . . 0
ar=m 0 · · · 1


:
Then f(X ) = f(A X˜ ) = (1=md−1)(x˜d1 + s(X˜ )) with mdeg(s)¡.
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It follows from this proposition that any f of degree d in Z[X ], can be turned into a
polynomial whose leading term is xd1 and which is absolutely irreducible if and only
if f is.
Let us now specify our probability space. Let b and d be two positive integers, and
let = d; 0; : : : ; 0. Let then
 = {f∈Z[X ]; f = xd1 +
∑
¡grlex
aX ; max{|a|}6 b}: (1)
 is a 9nite set, and we make it into a 9nite probability space by assigning a probability
#E=# to each subset E of . Let M=2 b+1; M is thus the cardinality of the set of the
coe-cients. Moreover, we will assume that
∏
p∈P p divides M , and we will call this
hypothesis the exact size hypothesis on . This assumption makes the computations
simpler and leads to more explicit results.
If E and F are subsets of , we shall write DE for the complement of E in , and
E \ F for the set of elements of E that are not in F . Consider the following subsets
of :
A: the set of absolutely irreducible polynomials,
I∗p : the set of polynomials whose reduction modulo p is irreducible,
S∗p: the set of polynomials whose reduction modulo p admits a simple zero in F
r
p.
Let
C∗p = I
∗
p ∩ S∗p and C=
⋃
p∈P
C∗p: (2)
The fact that f satis9es the criterion modulo p is expressed by f∈C∗p, and f is then
absolutely irreducible. Hence one has C∗p ⊆ A (for all p), and thus C ⊆ A:
Our test consists of detecting if f belongs to C. One will say that f resists the test
if f belongs to DC =
⋂
p∈P C∗p. Let Pr(E |F) denote the conditional probability of E
given F . We aim to address the following questions:
Question 1. Does the probability for an absolutely irreducible polynomial to resist
the test decrease fast to 0 as the cardinality of P increases?
This probability is
Pr( DC |A) = Pr(
DC ∩ A)
Pr(A)
=
Pr(A \ C)
Pr(A)
: (3)
As C ⊆ A,
Pr( DC |A) = 1− Pr(C)
Pr(A)
:
We have to 9nd an upper bound for Pr( DC |A), which leads to 9nding a lower bound
for Pr(C) and an upper bound for Pr(A).
As we said before, the answer “?” of the algorithm raises the following question:
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Question 2. Does a polynomial which resists the test have a probability to be abso-
lutely reducible close enough to 1 to be considered as such?
The probability studied here is
Pr( DA | DC): (4)
Note that
Pr( DA | DC) = Pr(
DA ∩ DC)
Pr( DC)
:
Now DA ⊆ DC. So one has
Pr( DA | DC) = Pr(
DA)
Pr( DC)
:
We wish to get a lower bound for Pr( DA | DC), which reduces to getting a lower bound
for Pr( DA) and an upper bound for Pr( DC), which is the same as the bounds of Question
1. As we said in the introduction, we cannot give a good lower bound for Pr( DA),
and will not be able to answer Question 2. For, we must have a lower bound for the
ratio Pr( DA)=Pr( DC), which would be signi9cant only if the approximations of numerator
and denominator are precise enough. On the contrary, a good upper bound for Pr( DC)
su-ces to answer Question 1, since Pr( DC |A)6Pr( DC). Let us see now how one obtains
this bound, and how this probability is connected to the cardinalities of subsets of∏
p∈P Fp[X ].
2.2. Preliminary study of the probabilities
For each p∈P, let p = {g∈Fp[X ]; g= xd1 +
∑
¡grlex bX
 : b ∈Fp} and let Prp
be the uniform probability on p. Consider the map ’p de9ned by
’p:
 → p
f → fmodp:
As a consequence of the exact size hypothesis on  (Section 2), note that p=’p().
Given any subset Ep of p, de9ne the set E∗p by
E∗p = ’
−1
p (Ep):
In particular, the subsets of , I∗p and S
∗
p de9ned above are such that
I∗p = ’
−1
p (Ip) and S
∗
p = ’
−1
p (Sp);
where Ip is the set of irreducible polynomials of p and Sp the set of polynomials of
p having a simple zero in Frp.
Say for convenience that P is the set of prime numbers {p1; : : : ; pn}, and consider
the following mapping ):
):
 → p1×p2× · · ·×pn
f → (fmodp1; fmodp2; : : : ; fmodpn):
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Let Epi be a subset of pi and E
∗
pi =’
−1
pi (Epi)=)
−1(p1× · · ·×Epi× · · ·×pn). More
generally, let Epi be a subset of pi for each i from 1 to n, then
E∗p1 ∩ E∗p2 ∩ · · · ∩ E∗pn = )−1(Ep1×Ep2× · · ·×Epn):
We are going to evaluate the cardinality of such a set. We set M = 2b + 1. Let
P=
∏n
i=1 pi, and Q=M=P. Then, according to the exact size hypothesis made on the
space , the set of integers in the interval [− b; b] congruent to a given class modulo
P is of cardinality Q. Let ! denote the number of monomials of degree at most d in
r variables (a formula for ! can be found in Section 3). Let us begin by proving the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let (g1; : : : ; gn)∈p1× · · ·×pn . Then
#)−1(g1; : : : ; gn) = Q!−1:
Proof. Let f be an element of . The mapping ) induces on the coe-cients of f a
mapping + from [ − b; b] into ∏ni=1 Fpi which maps an integer to the n-tuple of its
residues modulo p1; : : : ; pn. Now let {m1; : : : ; m!} with m!=xd1 be the set of monomials
of degree at most d. Write gi = xd1 +
∑!−1
j=1 gi; jmj with gi; j ∈Fpi for all (i; j); then
)−1(g1; : : : ; gn) =
!−1∏
j=1
+−1(g1; j ; : : : ; gn; j)
and
#)−1(g1; : : : ; gn) =
!−1∏
j=1
#+−1(g1; j ; : : : ; gn; j):
By the Chinese remainder theorem; the preimage by + of each n-tuple (g1; j ; : : : ; gn; j)
is a class modulo P of integers of [− b; b]; whose cardinality is Q; which leads to the
result.
Proposition 2.2. Let E = E∗p1 ∩ E∗p2 ∩ · · · ∩ E∗pn = )−1(Ep1×Ep2× · · ·×Epn). Then
Pr(E) =
n∏
i=1
Prpi(Epi):
Proof. Cardinality of E is
#E =
∑
f∈E
1 =
∑
g1 ;:::; gn)∈
Ep1×···×Epn
#)−1(g1; : : : ; gn):
Applying the lemma;
#E = Q!−1
n∏
i=1
#Epi :
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Now;
Pr(E) =
#E
#
=
Q!−1
M!−1
n∏
i=1
#Epi =
1
P!−1
n∏
i=1
#Epi :
On the other hand;
n∏
i=1
Prpi(Epi) =
n∏
i=1
#Epi
#pi
=
∏n
i=1 #Epi∏n
i=1 p
!−1
i
=
1
P!−1
n∏
i=1
#Epi :
Corollary 2.1.
Pr(E∗p1 ∩ E∗p2 ∩ · · · ∩ E∗pn) =
n∏
i=1
Pr(E∗pi);
which means that the E∗pi ’s are independent.
Proof. We have just seen (Proposition 2.2) that
Pr(E) =
n∏
i=1
Prpi(Epi);
in other words the probability over  equals the product of the probabilities over the
pi ’s. On the other hand; by applying Proposition 2.2 with E
∗
pi = )
−1(p1× · · ·×
Epi× · · ·×pn); one gets
Pr(E∗pi) = Prpi(Epi)
and the result.
We can now give an upper bound for Pr( DC).
Proposition 2.3. Under the hypotheses of de4nition of ; Ip and Sp
Pr( DC)6
∏
p∈P
(Prp(Ip) + Prp(Sp)):
Proof. Let Cp= Ip∩Sp. Then DC=
⋂
p∈P C∗p=)
−1(
∏
p∈P Cp). It follows from Propo-
sition 2.2 that Pr( DC) =
∏
p∈P Prp(Cp); and Prp(Cp)6 (Prp(Ip) + Prp(Sp)).
We are left with enumerating the sets Ip and Sp.
3. Counting certain elements of Fq[X ]
The study of previous section leads to counting the elements in certain subsets of
Fp[X ]. To obtain an upper bound for Pr( DC), we need an upper bound for the proportion
of reducible polynomials of p, and a lower bound for the proportion of polynomials
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having simple zeros in Frp. These counts can of course be generalized to any 9nite
9eld Fq where q is a power of a prime number. More precisely, let us recall that
X = x1; : : : ; xr , d is a positive integer, = d; 0; : : : ; 0 and let
q(r; d) =

f(X )∈Fq[X ] :f(X ) = xd1 +
∑
¡grlex
aX  : a ∈Fq

 :
3.1. Upper bound for the number of reducible polynomials
One will 9nd more general results about the distribution of irreducible polynomials
in several indeterminates in [5,6,8]. See also [11] for the distribution of absolutely
irreducible polynomials.
The number of combinations k at a time of n distinct elements with repeats allowed
is (
n+ k − 1
k
)
=
(n+ k − 1)!
(n− 1)!k! :
By application, the number of monomials of degree at most d in r indeterminates is
!(r; d) =
(
r + d
r
)
:
Hence, the cardinality of q(r; d) is
#q(r; d) = q!(r;d)−1:
Notice that ! satis9es
!(r; d) = !(r; d− 1) + !(r − 1; d): (5)
Proposition 3.1. Let Rq(r; d) denote the set of reducible polynomials of q(r; d). Then
#Rq(r; d)
#q(r; d)
6
q
q− 1
qr
q!(r−1;d)
:
Proof. A polynomial of Rq(r; d) is a product f1×f2 where (f1; f2) belongs to q(r; k)
×q(r; d− k) for some k with 16 k6d=2. Hence
#Rq(r; d)6
∑
16k6d=2
q!(r; k)−1q!(r;d−k)−1:
Let sk = !(r; k) + !(r; d− k). The sequence sk is decreasing; and so
∑
16k6d=2
qsk 6
s1∑
l=1
ql:
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We can now give the following upper bound for #Rq(r; d):
#Rq(r; d)6
s1∑
l=1
ql−26
qs1−1
(q− 1)
and
qs1−1 = q!(r;1)+!(r;d−1)−1 = q!(r;d−1)+r :
One gets then
#Rq(r; d)6
1
q− 1q
rq!(r;d−1);
and the result of the proposition follows upon dividing by #q(r; d) and applying
Eq. (5).
3.2. Lower bound for the number of polynomials having simple zeros in Frq
We give here a rough lower bound for the number of polynomials in several inde-
terminates having a simple solution in Frq .
Proposition 3.2. Let Sq(r; d) be the set of polynomials of q(r; d) having a simple
solution in Frq . Then the proportion of Sq(r; d) in q(r; d) is bounded below by the
following:
#Sq(r; d)
#q(r; d)
¿ 1− exp
(
−1 + 1
q
)
− (1− 1=q)
d+1
(d+ 1)!
− 1
q− 1
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
:
We derive this bound from one we compute for univariate polynomials. This can
be done in the following way. First note that, given a polynomial f in k[X ], if the
univariate polynomial obtained by evaluating all the variables but one in k has a simple
solution in k, then f has a simple solution in kr . So we just have to apply a suitable
evaluation from q(r; d) to a set of univariate polynomials over Fq. We prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Denote by Fq[x]d the set of monic polynomials in the indeterminate x
over Fq and of degree d. Then the proportion of Sq(r; d) in q(r; d) is bounded below
by the proportion of polynomials of Fq[x]d having a simple root in Fq.
Proof. We shall count the number of polynomials in q(r; d) which have a simple root
of the form (a; 0; : : : ; 0); this is clearly a lower bound for the cardinality of Sq(r; d).
Consider the following map
00:
q(r; d) → Fq[x1]d
f(x1; : : : ; xr) → f(x1; 0; : : : ; 0):
Clearly; 00(q(r; d)) is included in Fq[x1]d. Next; Fq[x1]d is embedded in q(r; d); and
the restriction of 00 on it is the identity. Hence 00 is onto. Atlast; it remains to prove
that the sets of preimages of elements of Fq[x1]d have the same cardinality. We just
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observe that one can 9nd a one-to-one correspondence between the set of preimages
of any element of Fq[x1]d and the set of preimages of x
d
1 .
Now let f be in q(r; d). If g= 00(f) has a simple root a in Fq, then f and all the
elements of 0−10 (g) have the simple solution (a; 0; : : : ; 0) in F
r
q , which, combined with
the observation above, proves the lemma.
The value of our bound is based on the following lemmas
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a subset of k points of Fq. Let E be the set of polynomials of
Fq[x]d having a simple zero at all points of A. Then for k6d∣∣∣∣∣ #E#Fq[x]d −
(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k ∣∣∣∣∣6
(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1)
and for k¿d; #E= 0.
Proof. For any a in Fq; let I(a)
1
d be the set of polynomials of Fq[x]d vanishing at a
with multiplicity at least 1. Then
E=
⋂
a∈A
(I(a)1d \ I(a)2d):
By the inclusion–exclusion principle [2; Section 3.2]; one gets
#E=
k∑
i=0
(−1)i
∑
B⊆A
#B= i
#

 ⋂
a∈A\B
I(a)1d ∩
⋂
b∈B
I(b)2d

 :
The set Id =
⋂
a∈A\B I(a)
1
d ∩
⋂
b∈B I(b)
2
d is the set of polynomials of Fq[x]d which are
multiples of
∏
a∈A\B (x − a)
∏
b∈B (x − b)2. With #A= k and #B= i;
#Id
{
qd−(k+i) if i6d− k;
0 if i¿d− k:
Hence; as #Fq[x]d = q
d; we have
#E
#Fq[x]d
=
min(k;d−k)∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k
i
)
q−(k+i):
Let us compute an approximation for this sum. By the Newton binomial formula;
k∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k
i
)
q−(k+i) =
(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k
:
As k6 q; the sequence ( ki ) q
−(k+i) is decreasing with increasing i and so if d− k¡k;∣∣∣∣∣
(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k
−
d−k∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
k
i
)
q−(k+i)
∣∣∣∣∣6
(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1)
which leads to the result.
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Lemma 3.3. Let A be a subset of n points of Fq. Let F be the set of polynomials
of Fq[x]d having at least one simple zero in A. Then∣∣∣∣ #F#Fq[x]d −
(
1−
(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)n)∣∣∣∣6
(
n
d+ 1
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)d+1
+
d∑
k¿d=2
(
n
k
)(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1):
Proof. The set to enumerate now is
F=
⋃
a∈A
(I(a)1d \ I(a)2d):
Applying the inclusion–exclusion principle again
#F=
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
∑
B⊆A
#B= k
#
(⋂
a∈B
I(a)1d \ I(a)2d
)
:
Applying Lemma 3.2;
#
(⋂
a∈B
I(a)1d \ I(a)2d
)
= 0 for k¿d
and ∣∣∣∣∣ #F#Fq[x]d −
d∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
(
n
k
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k ∣∣∣∣∣6
d∑
k=1
(
n
k
)(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1):
(6)
By the Newton binomial formula;
n∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
(
n
k
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k
= 1−
(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)n
:
As n6 q; the sequence(
n
k
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k
is decreasing with increasing k; and so∣∣∣∣∣1−
(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)n
−
d∑
k=1
(−1)k−1
(
n
k
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)k ∣∣∣∣∣
6
(
n
d+ 1
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)−(d+1)
:
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The result follows from combining this with inequality (6) and observing that(
k
d− k + 1
)
= 0 for k6d=2:
Lastly, let us do the
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let G be the set of polynomials of Fq[x]d having at least
one simple zero in Fq. Then by Lemma 3.3∣∣∣∣ #G#Fq[x]d −
(
1−
(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)q)∣∣∣∣6
(
q
d+ 1
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)d+1
+
d∑
k¿d=2
(
q
k
)(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1);
from which we get
#G
#Fq[x]d
¿ 1−
(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)q
−
(
q
d+ 1
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)d+1
−
d∑
k¿d=2
(
q
k
)(
k
d− k + 1
)
q−(d+1): (7)
Let us get upper bounds for the terms involved in the right-hand side of Eq. (7).
First(
1− 1
q
+
1
q2
)q
6 exp
(
−1 + 1
q
)
:
Next, one has(
q
d+ 1
)
6
q(d+1)
(d+ 1)!
:
Hence,(
q
d+ 1
)(
1
q
− 1
q2
)d+1
6
(1− 1=q)d+1
(d+ 1)!
:
Lastly, for each integer k in the range d=2¡k6d we have that(
q
k
)(
k
d− k + 1
)
=
q!
(q− k)!×
1
(d− k + 1)!(2k − (d+ 1))! ;
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one has
1
(d− k + 1)!(2k − (d+ 1))!6
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
and
q!
(q− k)!6 q
k ;
consequently
d∑
k¿d=2
(
q
k
)(
k
d−k+1
)
q−(d+1)6
d∑
k=1
qk
1
((d+1)=3)!
q−(d+1)¡
1
q−1
1
((d+1)=3)!
:
Now, replacing these bounds in Eq. (7), it follows that
#G
#Fq[x]d
¿ 1− exp
(
−1 + 1
q
)
− (1− (1=q))
d+1
(d+ 1)!
− 1
q− 1
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
:
By Lemma 3.1, this proves the proposition.
4. Probabilities
We now use the miscellaneous previous results to answer Question 1 Section 2.1.
We evaluate the upper bound of Pr( DC) given by the inequality of Proposition 2.3
Section 2:2.
Proposition 4.1. With the hypotheses of de4nition of  and C (Eqs. (1) and (2)):
Pr( DC)¡
∏
p∈P
(
exp
(
−1 + 1
p
)
+
1
(d+ 1)!
+ j(p)
)
with
j(p) = 1
p− 1
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
+
(
p
p− 1
)
pr
p!(r−1;d)
:
Proof. It comes from Proposition 3.1 that
Prp(Ip)6
(
p
p− 1
)
pr
p!(r−1;d)
; (8)
and from Proposition 3.2
Prp(Sp)6 exp
(
−1 + 1
p
)
+
(1− 1=p)d+1
(d+ 1)!
+
1
p− 1
1
((d+ 1)=3)!
: (9)
The result follows then from Proposition 2.3.
Notice that for r¿1 and d su-ciently large compared to r (which is the relevant
case here), (p=(p− 1))pr=p!(r−1;d) is negligible.
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We can now provide a satisfactory answer to the 9rst question of our problem.
Indeed, we have seen that
Pr( DC |A) = 1− Pr(C)
Pr(A)
;
whence
Pr( DC |A)6Pr( DC)6
∏
p∈P
(
exp
(
−1 + 1
p
)
+
1
(d+ 1)!
+ j(p)
)
:
Let
Yr;d(P) =
∏
p∈P
(
exp
(
−1 + 1
p
)
+
1
(d+ 1)!
+ j(p)
)
:
Bounding Pr( DC |A) by Pr( DC) may seem to be rough, but Yr;d(P) decreases fast enough;
consider the following examples, where Pn is the set of n 9rst odd primes: Y2;10(P3)¡
0; 12, Y2;10(P5)¡0; 019, Y2;10(P7)¡0; 0029, Y2;10(P9)¡0; 00043. This is especially
due to the fact that Pr(A) is very close to 1. In other words, a “random” polynomial
has a high probability of being absolutely irreducible. We can now add that if it is
absolutely irreducible, it has a high probability to be detected. Let us emphasize that
we guess that the probabilities Yr;d(P) are in fact much better (that is to say much
smaller) than the upper bounds given here (see Appendix A:1).
Concerning Question 2, we are not in a position to give a correct lower bound for
Pr( DA) which would allow us to give one for Pr( DA | DC). This question clearly needs
a much sharper treatment than for the 9rst one. If, as we guess, a polynomial that
resists the test has a high probability to be absolutely reducible, we have to bound
Pr( DA)=Pr( DC) below by a value close to 1. So we have to bound the numerator below
and the denominator above very precisely, which seems to be rather di-cult in light
of the rough approximations we made above.
Nevertheless, this study con9rms our presumption: if a polynomial with rational
coe-cients is absolutely irreducible, it may be detected with high probability by testing
rational conditions. Moreover, this probability is high for small prime numbers, so
the conditions are easily tested, that is with e-cacy. The criterion has hence high
probability of being quickly detected. See some signi9cant statistics in next section.
To conclude, one can say that absolute irreducibility for polynomials with rational
coe-cients can easily be proved “for a very large proportion” of them. Moreover,
this test can be extended to polynomials with coe-cients in algebraic number 9elds,
although estimating the probabilities may be somewhat more tricky. Last, as it proves
absolute irreducibility or suggests that the input polynomial may be absolutely factored,
this test is a good preliminary step for absolute factorization algorithms.
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Appendix A. Practical considerations
A.1. Enumerations
As the reader could see, the bound given for the probability Pr( DC) is rough, at least
for the part concerning the polynomials without simple solution. Indeed, the upper
bound given for Prp(Ip) by formula (8) is rather sharp; a lower bound of the same
order may be computed (see [5,6,20]). On the other hand, the upper bound computed
for Prp(Sp), formula (9), is probably far from reality.
One could derive from [21, Theorem 2]
Prp(Sp) =
(
1− 1
p
+
1
pr+1
)pr
provided d¿ r(2p− 1): (10)
Because of this last restriction on d, we cannot use this formula here. Nevertheless,
(1 − 1=p + 1=pr+1)pr is equivalent in p to exp(−pr−1 + 1=p), and for r = 1, this is
the order of magnitude of the bound given by formula (9). For r¿1, we guess that
this value, exact for d¿ r(2p− 1) is the correct order of magnitude for smaller d.
See some enumerations we made for bivariate polynomials, compared with the value
of this upper bound.
Field 3 3 5 7
Degree 3 4 3 3
Formula (9) 0.942 0.847 0.677 0.587
Formula (10) 0.042 0.042 48×10−4 6:2×10−4
Real proportion 0.036 0.043 42×10−4 11:4×10−4
Field 3 3 5 5 7 7 11
Degree 10 20 10 20 10 20 10
Formula (9) 0.55 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.425 0.41
Formula (10) 0.0423 0.0423 4845×10−6 4845×10−6 619×10−6 619×10−6 1:1×10−6
Stat.
proportion1 0.0410 0.0420 4850×10−6 4907×10−6 627×10−6 625×10−6 1:1×10−6
A.2. Statistics
We have implemented a procedure in Maple V for detecting the criterion, based on
the following algorithm:
ABS-IRR (f)
input: f: a polynomial of Z[X ];
1These are statistics done on subsets of random polynomials.
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output: true if f is detected absolutely irreducible, else ?.
Begin
P← {p1; : : : ; pn};
For p in P do
if deg(fmodp) = deg(f) and
if (SIMPL-RAT-PT (f;p) and IS-IRR(f;p)) then return true and END;
return ?.
End.
The irreducibility procedure is based on the factorization procedure of the system [3].
A simple rational point is sought in an exhaustive way. The set P is made of the 9rst
20 odd primes.
Notice that the set of inputs of this algorithm—i.e. the probability space—is not
the one studied in the previous sections, because we do not presume f to be monic.
In practice, this set of inputs seem to be more relevant, as it avoids the “growth”
of the input polynomial due to the change of variable. We made in [20] Part II the
study of the probabilities with the corresponding probability space—namely {f∈Z[X ];;
max{|coef (f)|}6 b, deg(f)6d}—and we showed as well that the probability for an
absolutely irreducible polynomial to be detected is very high and even better with
this space. Nevertheless, this study is rather more tedious, in particular because we
have to take in account the probability of reduction of the degree of f by reduction
modulo a prime number. That is why we have considered in this paper this space of
monic polynomials which highlights the main fact—the probability for an absolutely
irreducible polynomial to satisfy the criterion modulo p for at least one p in a set
of prime numbers increases quickly with the cardinality of this set—while avoiding
purely computational di-culties.
The following statistics were obtained using Maple V.5 on PC’s Pentium II—
400 MHz—512 Mb of the UMS MEDICIS of Ecole Polytechnique. A 9rst set of 10,000
random absolutely irreducible bivariate polynomials of total degree 50, dense, with
coe-cients lying in [ − 10; 000; 10; 000] were tested and detected in the following
conditions:
Detected modulo2 3 5 7 total
Number of pol. 9568 429 3 10,000
Times in s
Min ≈ 0
Mean ≈ 3:4
Max ≈ 130
A second set of 1000 random irreducible but absolutely reducible bivariate polyno-
mials of total degree 50, with coe-cients lying in [− 10; 000; 10; 000] were tested in
2This means: smallest prime for which the reduction of the input polynomial is detected absolutely
irreducible.
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the following timings:
Times in s
Min ≈ 90
Mean ≈ 150
Max ≈ 250
Another idea is to perform what we call a lazy absolute irreducibility test. This lazy
test is based on the following su-cient condition for irreducibility:
Let f(x; y) be a polynomial in Fp[x; y], primitive in y. If there exists a∈Fp such
that the polynomial f(a; T ) is irreducible, and degy(f(x; y)) = deg(f(a; T )), then
f(x; y) is irreducible over Fp.
The lazy absolute irreducibility test based on this su-cient condition of irreducibility
modulo p is clearly weaker than the 9rst test, in the sense that it may not detect
irreducibility mod p although the polynomial is irreducible, and thus does not detect
some polynomials that satisfy the criterion. Nevertheless, the practical results allow us
to presume that it is usually su-cient for our aim of detecting absolute irreducibility.
Here are the results on the same sets of polynomials.
Absolutely irreducible polynomials
Detected modulo 3 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31
Number of pol. 450 881 1095 1468 1370 1376 1086 839 650 384
Detected modulo 37 41 43 47 53 59 61 67 71 73 total
Number of pol. 216 102 43 25 9 4 1 0 1 0 10,000
Times in s
Min ≈ 0
Mean ≈ 2:3
Max ≈ 35
Irreducible (over Q) but absolutely reducible polynomials
Times in s
Min ≈ 50
Mean ≈ 80
Max ≈ 100
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A.3. Implementation in the library of the system Maple V
We made several arrangements for the implementation of the procedure in the library
of the system Maple V (available in release 6).
The irreducibility test performed is the lazy one. The set P is made of the 9rst ten
odd primes and the 9rst 9ve primes greater than the degree of the input polynomial.
This choice is based on guesswork and experimentation. Nevertheless, the probability
of failure of the algorithm, Proposition 1.1, is decreasing with increasing size of primes.
Anyway, the possibility is left to the user to specify a set of primes in the inputs of
the algorithm.
Searching for simple solutions in small 9elds does not present any problem (at least
for bivariate polynomials), that is why the complexity of the algorithm is essentially
that of the irreducibility tests.
For polynomials with more than 2 variables, the problem is reduced to bivariate
polynomials, by evaluating the input polynomial at all the indeterminates but 2 before
trying to detect the criterion. First, it is clear that if a multivariate polynomial is ab-
solutely reducible, any of its evaluation in all the indeterminates but 2 are absolutely
reducible too, provided that the total degree does not decrease by evaluation. Con-
versely, if a polynomial in r¿2 indeterminates is absolutely irreducible, “almost all”
its evaluations in r − 2 indeterminates are absolutely irreducible too, as suggested by
the following: 9rst, [22, Section V:4, Lemma 4A] proves that such an evaluation exists
(this is clearly stated at the end of the proof); to obtain the result, it su-ces to add
to the proof of the lemma the fact that the set of evaluations, say in x1; : : : ; xr−2, for
which the evaluated polynomial is not absolutely irreducible, is an algebraic subset of
kr−2.
Managing that way, the complexity of the test does not increase dramatically with
the number of indeterminates.
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